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ARGENTINA AUSTRALIA

Argentina notice the width and height of the Australian left forward to move out of the central 
space to allow the full back a direct pass forward (NO BALL PRESSURE FROM AUS!). The right 

sided Argentine player positions himself 1m behind the left shoulder of his nearest player to 
ask him to maintain both focus on the ball owner and the his direct player.
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AUSTRALIA BELGIUM

Edwina Bone

Playing a guard pass out of the 25m area to an awaiting teammate encourages Belgium 
to step up and out the circle to add ball pressure, creating possible gaps in behind during 

a phase of unorganised defence. The challenge for Edwina Bone is how quickly can she 
execute the next pass once receiving possession. 



AUSTRALIA GREAT BRITAIN 

As is the trend in many international teams, the Hockeyroos operate zonally against an GB 
3-1-1-3-2 who are intend on playing over and around rather than through the Australian press. 
Would they see a differently impact if the circled central link was to push through releasing a 

forward player to threaten the ball? 



AUSTRALIA BELGIUM

Interesting to note front marking when the ball is so deep in the circle without any Australian 
player being within 2M of the ball. The ball is eventually smashed into the circle for a Belgium 
player to tap it in to the goal. Would we have seen a different outcome if both Australians had 

marked from behind where they could have seen both the ball and player?
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BELGIUM AUSTRALIA 

As Australia opt to go with one centre forward, Belgium challenge Australia to question 
whether they split or allow possession to be transferred between two the players. 
Belgium, maybe by design, position two players inside of the Australian press but 

Australia do not bite and step up to mark them. 



BELGIUM AUSTRALIA 

Organised or unorganised? Lachlan Sharp attacks the space at the top of the circle freely to 
fire a rock into the back of the net. Compress space? Add ball pressure? What is the cue for 

the most central player on the HOT Line to step towards the ball?



BELGIUM AUSTRALIA 

Arthur van Doren

Flynn Ogilvie
Flix Deynar

As possession is played right to left Belgium promote their left half asking Australia to pull back 
on the right hand side but importantly creating space for arguably their best ball-player Arthur 

van Doren. Noticeably Flix Deyner scans the space ahead of the next phase. 



BELGIUM AUSTRALIA 

Matthew Swann

Jeremy Haywood

Jacob Wetton
Matthew Dawson

A variation of their trend setting zonal press, Belgium go for 3-1-3-3 out of possession. 
Matching up Australia's back 3 and decision play Jacob Wetton in behind the press. Australia 

try to counter this by overloading the right hand side with Matthew Swann. 
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GREAT BRITAIN NEW ZEALAND

The position for playing a frontal press is based upon the principles of individual defence, ball line - hotline as 
basic tasks. In this case we see both English forwards use their body to add ball pressure without noticing the 
behaviour of the opposing player, she will not be able to overhead in such  body position. If possession can 

not be won from a tackle, the tactic turns to channelling and interception of possession. 



GREAT BRITAIN NEW ZEALAND

Notice two British players positioning themselves away from direction of the ball travel but in 
positions of control if possession was to rebound outwards from the goal. Looking off the ball 

we again see counter control to protect the centre of the field if New Zealand were to break.
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HOLLAND CHINA

Xan de Waard

Ginel-la Zebro

Caia van Maasakker 

Kyra Fortuin

1/2

Holland operating with one central striker with a second zonal layer of three behind this. Caia van Maasakker is tasked 
with not winning the ball but cutting off the open pass line back to where it came from. Notice the body shape of 

Zebro, already in motion as the ball travels between China’s two defensive players. 



HOLLAND CHINA

Caia van Maasakker 

Ginel-la Zebro

Xan de Waard
Kyra Fortuin

2/2

Lead by direction of ball travel, Massakker and Zebro more across with the ball to lock the ball to one side. Maria 
Verschoor marking from behind to encourage possession to be played forward and again counter pressed again. 

Xan de Waard pulls herself to the outside to ensure HOT Line to goal is covered.

Maria Verschoor



HOLLAND CHINA

Lidewij Welten

Laurien Leurink

Felice Albers

1/2

A subtle variation from Holland to play slightly flatter as China opt to play three at the back. Is the 
width and depth of China asking questions of Holland? Is it asking them to look in different places?



HOLLAND CHINA

Xan de Waard

Lidewij Welten

Laurien Leurink

Felice Albers

2/2

Simple to when China played 4, Leurink steps out and across to lock possession of the ball to one 
side of the field with Welten and Waard staying within meters of their opponents. Leaving Felice 

Albers the nearest play to the ball owner to apply the ball pressure.



HOLLAND USA

Common from their dominant 2019 European Championship victory Holland push across to compress the 
ball side, knowing that the playing characteristics of their opposing opposition will be unable to throw a 

50+ yard arial to escape the press and most likely be able to play through an overloaded space of players.



HOLLAND USA

A 3-1 player build up against what seems to be a detached USA front two 
carves open  both the right channel and the centre corridor for Eva de 

Goede to get on the ball. 

Eva de Goede
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GERMANY SPAIN

Florian Fuchs

The relationship between both red and black circled players emphasises the importance of 
stretch on the field, particular around the T-SPOT. We can that the Spanish player is having to 

have two angles of focus; In-front = to see the ball plus behind = player focus. 



GERMANY SPAIN

Germany opting to run three high flyers against Spain’s double castle, leaving a single postman to 
the keepers left. Spain eventually fired the ball high into the net where there was no post man. Is it 

worth committing three runners to protect two castles? 
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SPAIN NEW ZEALAND

As Spain battle to play through the defence of New Zealand’s half court press we begin to 
see wider positions taken up from Spain creating more available space for the receiving 

player to receive open. No direct player on the line to goal for New Zealand.
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NEW ZEALAND SPAIN

As Spain opt to play man to man in deep defence New Zealand continue to make the field as big as 
possible to create large open pass channels, intentionally positioning 3 players inside the circle 

asking Spain to defend large spaces and the dangerous threat of a ball directly into the circle.



NEW ZEALAND SPAIN

A theme often recognisable from football and a big principle of Pep Guardiola, arriving late in the 
circle to an on coming ball purposefully played into threatening space. We see two New Zealand 
runners hitting the space, one running their marker who is ball focused and one who leads in-

front and in-between two Belgium players. 



NEW ZEALAND SPAIN

As New Zealand attack in the opposing circle, counter cover is installed. Two players directly down the line 
of the ball to the goal with a further 4 positioned left and right of the field. Notice the narrowness/ shift of 

positioning to stay on the ball side and not the help side where no opposing players are positioned.
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INDIA HOLLAND

Scoring their first goal within 25 seconds of Q1, India continued to control the game and dictate 
how they wanted the game the game go. Leaving the shoulders of the circle open to fire the ball in. 



INDIA HOLLAND

A strong defence display allowed India strong attacking possessions built on a platform on higher 
numbers, protecting the line to goal and limiting the amount of passing options available.



INDIA HOLLAND

Lead by their forward Lalit, India broke down the usual free flowing Holland by splitting 
the field, forcing the Dutch to carry or pass into a net of of 4 Indian midfielders. 

Jim Jaansen

Mink van der Weeden


